Help your clients take control of their microfibre with an on-premise laundry from JLA
Helping businesses squeeze more out of their microfibre investment

Hospitals, food processing sites, prisons, schools, shopping centres and many other types of business are increasingly employing microfibre mops and cloths for general cleaning and infection control. Doing so is a significant investment, and while microfibre can play a major role in maintaining high levels of hygiene, the right laundry process is vital in achieving the best return on that investment.

Why JLA is number one for on-premise microfibre laundries:

- A wide range of machines – to suit different business sizes and requirements
- OTEX Ozone disinfection – double the lifespan of microfibre
- Robust commercial machines designed to launder in under 1 hour
- 75°C thermal disinfection programmes available – as an alternative to costly 90°C washes
- Advice and verification solutions to meet CFPP01-04 guidelines
- Planning and design to get the best out of available space
- Professional detergents to add another level of quality to the wash process

Microfibre top tips

- Use lower temperatures - 90°C washes will destroy the microfibre you have invested in
- Avoid chemicals – again, harsh bleaches will break down microfibre
- Domestic machines cost time and money – cycles take twice as long, waste water and use more energy
- Make sure your machines are covered for breakdowns 7 days a week – could you afford to be without clean mops and cloths over a weekend or during a bank holiday?
Our all-inclusive Total Care package is designed to ensure you meet your KPI’s and deliver on SLA’s, while giving your customers the convenience of budget predictability through simple monthly payments. Guaranteed 8-working hour response, 7 days a week means the laundry you manage will work at its best, and all faults will be resolved quickly to minimise impact on end users.

An on-premise JLA OTEX laundry will double the lifespan of your customers’ microfibre*

OTEX Ozone Disinfection – kill C.difficile, MRSA, E.Coli and other bacterial infections... without killing your microfibre

Too much heat during washing can destroy microfibre fabric instantly or break it down over time. OTEX on the other hand works at lower temperatures, gently opens fibres during disinfection, and extends the life of mops and cloths – while cutting utility bills by over 30%.

Wiping out cross-infection

Tests have shown that after traditional thermal cycles, microfibre performance declines after just 150 washes – findings in the Journal of Infection Prevention 2012* revealed that OTEX maintains microfibre’s cleaning efficiency for over 350 washes.

OZONE DISINFECTION

OTAEX Ozone Disinfection… simplified and verified

Our user-friendly OTEX system provides real-time pass/fail monitoring and verification receipts to prove disinfection has taken place.
